We demonstrate an all-fiber acousto-optic tunable bandpass filter exhibiting narrow optical bandwidth and negligible polarization dependence by employing a novel ultraviolet (UV)-induced core-mode blocker written in a high numerical aperture (NA) fiber. It was demonstrated that the device had the measured 3-dB optical bandwidth of 0.65 nm, the polarizationdependent center-wavelength splitting of 0.05 nm and the extinction ratio of -22dB at the wavelength around 1550 nm. The details of the transmission characteristics and the loss mechanism of the core-mode blocking element inscribed in the high NA fiber are discussed.
Introduction
Tunable bandpass filters are key components in optical communication networks and optical sensor systems. In particular, all-fiber acousto-optic tunable filters (AOTFs) have attracted considerable interest because of their advantages such as wide and fast wavelength tuning and variable attenuation with simple electric control [1, 2] . Practical notch filters with a simple AOTF structure have been realized based on wavelength selective acousto-optic coupling from the core mode to the cladding modes that can be easily removed [3] . In addition to the notch filters, bandpass filters are desired to expand the applications of such filters. Some key features required for a practical acousto-optic tunable bandpass filter (AOTBF) include availability of narrow linewidth, negligible polarization dependence, low loss, small form factor, high extinction ratio, environmental stability, and in some cases, no frequency shift. Several different AOTBFs have been demonstrated using core mode blockers with compact size [4, 5] , and narrow bandwidth using high dispersion fiber and Sagnac interferometer [6] . However, a device having all of the desired properties has not been reported to our knowledge.
In this paper, we demonstrate an AOTBF that satisfies all of the desired properties mentioned above having narrow bandwidth (0.65 nm), low polarization dependent loss (0.18dB), low insertion loss (1dB), small form factor, and zero frequency shift. These properties were made possible by using a newly developed ultraviolet (UV)-induced coremode blocker and a dispersion compensating fiber (DCF) [7] . The new core-mode blocker provides high extinction ratio with low transmission loss and negligible polarization dependence. The narrow bandwidth results from highly dispersive core mode, and the polarization insensitivity comes from the reduced thermal stress effect caused by the small core and depressed cladding structure [8] . Figure 1 shows the schematic of an AOTBF. The AOTBF is composed of an acoustic transducer and a core-mode blocker in the middle section of the fiber. In the filter, the incident LP 01 core mode is converted to the LP 11 cladding mode at resonant wavelength by a flexural acoustic wave. The converted cladding mode passes through the core-mode blocker with small transmission loss and is coupled back to the core mode by the acoustic wave. On the other hand, the uncoupled core mode at non-resonance wavelengths suffers large loss by the core mode blocker. As a result, the device performs a bandpass filter function at a specific wavelength [4, 7] . The resonant wavelength and the transmitted power of the filter can be tuned by adjusting the frequency and the voltage of the applied electric signal, respectively. Some key performance parameters, such as insertion loss and extinction ratio, of the AOTBF is determined by how well the core-mode blocker eliminates the core mode without inducing significant loss in the cladding mode. Novel fabrication methods of the core mode blocker for application to the long period fiber grating (LPFG) based all-fiber bandpass filters by exposing hydrogen-loaded optical fibers to local electric arc discharge [9] or near-UV light (300 -305 nm) from an Ar ion laser [10] were previously reported. In our experiment, the core-mode blocker was fabricated by side illumination of KrF laser (λ = 248 nm, pulse repetition frequency of 1 to 10 Hz) with the energy of 280 mJ/pulse onto the hydrogen-loaded high numerical aperture (NA) fiber, because UV light of 248 nm spectral region could be more efficiently absorbed into the highly Ge-doped core of the fiber due to photosensitivity [13] . Figure 2 shows a damage track at the core-cladding boundary of the fiber section induced by UV radiation as in the case of fiber Bragg gratings [11] . The damage track is believed to be caused by the intense local heating due to interaction of the UV pulse with freeelectron plasma [12] . The fabricated core-mode blocker was about 18-mm long, and the resultant core-mode loss was between 15dB and 30 dB over a broad wavelength range of 1200 to 1700 nm, as shown in Fig. 3 . Figure 4 shows the spectral characteristic of the fabricated core-mode blocker in the wavelength range of our current interest. It is interesting to note that the core-mode loss shows polarization dependence depending on the polarization direction of the side-illuminated UV light. When the polarization of the UV light beam is oriented parallel to the longitudinal axis of the fiber, no polarization dependence in transmission is observed within the measurement accuracy [ Fig. 4(a) ]. On the other hand, when the UV light whose polarization direction is perpendicular to the fiber axis is illuminated, the transmission exhibits strong polarization dependence [ Fig. 4(b) ]. The polarization dependence is attributed to UV induced anisotropy of the damage track [13] , which is expected to cause the polarization dependent light scattering. In order to understand the loss mechanism in the core mode blocker, we measured the optical power scattered out of the fiber, coupled into the cladding modes, and back reflection. Figure 5 shows the experimental arrangement used to measure the scattered light radiating into the air. A high-sensitivity detector with a 0.7 mm × 0.7 mm aperture was placed at 0.7 mm from the fiber. The detector was mounted on a translation stage moving along the whole length of the blocker. Broadband amplified spontaneous emission from an Erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) with the wavelength range of 1530 nm to 1610 nm was used as an incoherent and unpolarized light source. The measured power at the image point P(Z,Φ) of the moving detector due to the scattered power at the object points p(z,ϕ) of the core mode blocker can be expressed as following convolution integral:
Experiment and analysis

Damage track
where G(Z−z,Φ−ϕ) is the point spread function describing the two-dimensional aperture structure. The integration is carried out over the aperture width l in the direction of the fiber axis and the acceptance angle θ determined by the aperture dimension and a distance between the fiber and the aperture. If we assume the scattered power from the core mode blocker to be independent of object point coordinates, the Eq. (1) can be expressed as follows. Figure 6 shows a polar plot of the scattered light from the core mode blocker at the maximum scattering point in the z direction. In this plot, the large arrow at the left indicates the direction of incident UV irradiation. We can see that the scattered light has a strong angular dependence that coincides with results reported for UV-processed optical fibers [14] . The total power scattered out of the fiber integrated over the whole blocker length and scattering angles reached about 90% of the launched power. Next, the optical power scattered into the cladding was measured as follows. First, the polymer jacket of the fiber between the blocker and the photodetector was removed and the total output power from the fiber end is measured. Then the fiber section between the blocker and the detector is immersed in the index matching oil to strip the cladding modes, and the output power was measured. The difference in the two power measurement corresponds to the power scattered into the cladding by the blocker, which was about 10% of the initially input power. Finally, the back reflection to core mode was measured to be -31.5dB (< 0.1%) of the total input power. From these measurements, we could conclude that the main contributions of the core mode loss at the core mode blocker were scattering out of the fiber and transition losses into the cladding modes. UV-induced absorption, another possible reason to cause the core mode loss, has no remarkable effect on core mode loss in this case. Because the core mode blocker is composed of the physical damage track at the core-cladding boundary of the fiber, while UV-induced absorption at near-infrared (NIR) spectral region is mainly associated with UV-induced refractive index change [15, 16] . We built an AOTBF using a DCF (-95 ps/nm/km, core radius of 1μm, index difference of 2% and depressed cladding structure) with a 20-cm-long interaction region, with a core mode blocker located at the center of the region. In order to reduce the polarization dependence of the transmission loss, the core mode blocker was fabricated by a UV light beam whose polarization direction was oriented parallel to the longitudinal axis of the fiber. Figure 7(a) shows the measured transmission spectrum of the filter at the acoustic frequency of 2.636 MHz. Optical transmission spectra for two orthogonal input polarizations were also shown in the inset of Fig. 7(a) . The 3 dB bandwidth of 0.65 nm with the extinction ratio of 24.5 dB was achieved and the polarization-dependent center-wavelength splitting was < 0.05 nm at the wavelength around 1550 nm. The insertion loss of the device was less than 1 dB but the splice 
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a novel all-fiber acousto-optic tunable bandpass filter using a high performance core-mode blocker written in high NA fiber. The filter had a narrow bandwidth (0.65 nm 3dB bandwidth), polarization insensitivity (0.05 nm) and high extinction (-22dB), low insertion loss (1dB) and small form factor. The transmission characteristics and the loss mechanism of the UV-induced core-mode blocker were investigated in detail.
